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SUCCESSFUL
DIVERSIFICATION

EDITORIAL

TOGETHER,
WE ARE GROWING
PRINOTH has grown. Starting out as a manufacturer of snow groomers, it has developed
and expanded over the years, following a successful path of diversification to become
a global company.
In 2009, PRINOTH added a second string to its bow by acquiring Canadian tracked utility
vehicle manufacturer Camoplast. Since then, PRINOTH has boasted the world’s most extensive range of snow groomers and tracked utility vehicles for use on rough terrain.
In 2011, the company extended its portfolio further by adding a third area of activity –
vegetation management – after joining forces with AHWI Maschinenbau GmbH in Herdwangen
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(Germany), which is now a subsidiary completely owned by PRINOTH. With our innovative
tracked carrier vehicles for use in forest management and powerful mulcher accessories, we
offer solutions for the sustainable processing of forestry and agricultural land.
Snow groomers, tracked utility vehicles, and vegetation management solutions – three
strong pillars that make up the PRINOTH brand today. Together, we operate around the world;
we have successfully diversified our business and are continuing to grow as we overcome new
challenges and build on our past successes.
We use our cutting-edge technologies to set standards. These standards are called LEITWOLF,
BISON, HUSKY, PANTHER, and RAPTOR. They are our key players and form an integral part of
our company as well as this edition of PRINOTH World.
Happy reading!
Werner Amort
President of PRINOTH

TRACKED UTILITY VEHICLES

NEWS FROM GRANBY
ALESSANDRO FERRARI TAKES
OVER SALES MANAGEMENT FOR
TRACKED UTILITY VEHICLES
The latest news from the Tracked Utility Vehicles business unit is that Alessandro
Ferrari has recently been appointed to the position of Vice-President of Sales,
relocating from PRINOTH’s headquarters in Sterzing (Italy) to the Competence
Center for Tracked Utility Vehicles in Granby, Québec (Canada).

Sales, he is now responsible for the business development of the Tracked Utility
Vehicles business unit. He thrives on finding new areas of application for the
products and on tapping new markets. “Having worked in many departments and
functions so far in my career, I think I have a thorough understanding for business
and negotiation processes which can bring an appreciation from the teams for a
high level of trust and in the end, more success for the company,” said Mr. Ferrari
when asked what he brings to the table at PRINOTH.

CHALLENGES AND NEW OPPORTUNITIES

CONQUERING NEW MARKETS

He added that he found it highly motivational to be developing international
alliances and contacts. The challenges for him in his new role certainly include
a fluctuating economy, especially in oil and gas and in commodities, but that
pushes him and his team to always be looking for more opportunities and to
develop their products even further. “In the end, my goal is to participate in
the growth of the company which can be beneficial to many people,” he added.

Alessandro Ferrari was born in Brazil and has a degree in Mechanical Engineering.
In 2011, he joined PRINOTH as Head of Global Purchasing. As Vice-President of

We look forward to our continued successful working relationship!
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TRACKED UTILITY VEHICLES

EXPANSION OF THE RANGE

SALES PARTNER
FOR PANTHER SERIES
CHADWICK-BAROSS
PRINOTH is delighted to announce the extension of its partnership with
Chadwick-Baross, which will now also distribute the PANTHER series in the
Northeastern United States.
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Located in the US state of Maine, Chadwick-Baross runs facilities in Westbrook,
Caribou, Bangor (Maine), Concord (New Hampshire), and Chelmsford (Massachusetts). This means our sales partner is well placed to fully meet the needs of
the New England market for tracked utility vehicles. Besides representing many
manufacturers in the industry, Chadwick-Baross has already been selling the
TROOPER and SW4S products for PRINOTH for decades and is now adding the
PANTHER series to its portfolio.

EXPANSION OF BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP
“We believe that Chadwick-Baross will distribute our entire range of tracked utility
vehicles in the northern part of the Northeastern United States with dedication and
care, as they have already been doing with two of PRINOTH’s other products over the
past 40 years,” said Doug Little, Director of Sales for PRINOTH’s Tracked Utility
Vehicles business unit. “Having extended our collaboration with Chadwick in recent
years and having always worked hard to maintain a close working relationship with
the dealer, we are convinced that both businesses will benefit from the partnership,”
added Little.

FOLLOW US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

LIKE IT!
Are you avid fans of our snow groomers, tracked utility vehicles, and
vegetation management solutions? Are you excited by our areas of
application, interested in the people behind our machinery, or quite
simply taken with our brand?
Then follow us on YouTube, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram to
find out more about our robust vehicles.

www.facebook.com/prinothsnowgroomers
www.facebook.com/prinothtrackedutilityvehicles
www.facebook.com/prinothvegetationmanagement
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GO
EVERYWHERE

PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

CHART TOPPER

“We’re delighted to feature in this top 100 ranking! It’s always reassuring to be recognized by
fellow members of our industry, as it demonstrates that our developments are on the right track
and, ultimately, that our products are held in high regard. Construction Equipment Magazine
is a highly renowned industry publication, so this means a lot to us,” commented Alessandro
Ferrari, Vice-President of Sales for Tracked Utility Vehicles at PRINOTH.

PANTHER ON SOFT PAWS

PANTHER T16 FEATURED IN
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT MAGAZINE’S
LIST OF TOP 100 NEW PRODUCTS

One of the PANTHER T16’s most impressive characteristics is that it generates extremely low
ground pressure. Even when loaded to its maximum capacity of 15,200 kg (33,500 lb), it
barely sinks into the ground and can move safely on soft soils. The RAD (rapid attach design)
chassis, which is exclusive to PRINOTH, makes it easier and quicker to outfit the T16 with
all kinds of attachments, such as aerial devices, cranes, etc.

The PANTHER T16 is breaking all records. Launched in 2015, it has made it straight onto
the 2015 list of Top 100 New Products chosen by the renowned Construction Equipment
Magazine. Besides generating exceptionally low ground pressure, the T16 tracked utility
vehicle stands out with its RAD (rapid attach design) chassis, a patent-pending innovation
for the rapid mounting of tools of any kind.

PRINOTH is always on the lookout for new areas of application for its products, especially
in the areas of power utility, mining, and construction, where tracked utility vehicles are
of vital importance. Here, there are virtually no limits as to how much the vehicles can
be customized to precisely meet customers’ needs. PRINOTH is always happy to tailor its
products to client requirements, creating new solutions along the way.
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LIMITLESS PERFORMANCE

TRACKED UTILITY VEHICLES

INNOVATIONS IN
FOREST MANAGEMENT
PARTNERSHIP WITH PONSSE
PRINOTH has joined forces with PONSSE, one of the world’s leading manufacturers
of cut-to-length forestry machinery, to participate in a European consortium of
forestry institutes. The partnership aims at developing a tracked carrier vehicle
with rubber tracks that can protect the forests and soils while improving productivity. Furthermore, consortium members were especially looking to set more
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stringent thresholds for damages, to adopt improved operations practices and to
better regulate ruts’ creation and treatment.

FOREST MANAGEMENT EXPERTISE
The project will involve PANTHER undercarriages being assembled into a PONSSE
timber forwarder. Besides generating extremely low ground pressure, PANTHER
undercarriages enable vehicles to work at a high speed and, as such, increase
productivity for businesses. For PRINOTH this project means that the expertise
its engineering team has developed over the years will transpose to a very
demanding industry like forestry.
“With such a versatile product at our fingertips, we know we can meet any client’s
needs. This new partnership with PONSSE and the consortium is really exciting for us,
and we can’t wait to see the first test results,” said Alessandro Ferrari, Vice-President
of Sales for Tracked Utility Vehicles at PRINOTH.

T14R
SUPERIOR SPEED, THE HIGHEST PAYLOAD CAPACITY,
AND THE BEST OFF-ROAD MOBILITY.
THE T14R ROTATING DUMPER BY PRINOTH.

INTERVIEW WITH ANTON SEEBER

“You must be willing to explore new avenues and
drive innovation, and not be afraid of change.”
Anton Seeber

What is yours?
I have to make decisions and stand by them. My day always starts and ends with problems to be
overcome. And I’m often required to burn the candle at both ends, which isn’t always conducive to
a good night’s sleep. But that’s just part and parcel of what I do. Everyone has their role to play.

THERE’S ALWAYS
SOMEONE STRONGER
Written by Eva Schwienbacher, published on Sport.Tirol

PRINOTH World interviews Anton Seeber, President of the LEITNER Group, about the
similarities between top athletes and global market leaders, the Tirol region as a business
hub, and the 2017 Alpine Ski World Championships in St. Moritz.
Pushing themselves to the limit, taking risks, feeling under pressure to perform –
world-class athletes and entrepreneurs have a lot in common. What’s the secret to
making it to the top?
First and foremost, I believe that whether you are an entrepreneur or an athlete, you must be
prepared to fight. You can’t shy away from the competition. This means, of course, that your life
might be stressful. Constantly measuring yourself against others isn’t exactly pleasant. Secondly,
you must be able to accept defeat, deal with setbacks, and have the strength to pick yourself
up again. Watching a sports star stand on a podium and lift their trophy into the air is great, but
always remember that they’ve undoubtedly had to suffer a few blows and make sacrifices to get
there. Thirdly, you must be willing to explore new avenues and drive innovation, and not be afraid of
change. Last but not least, you must never forget that your fortunes can alter in the blink of an eye.
How can corporate groups protect themselves from such scenarios?
We put ourselves under pressure to continuously develop new ideas. There are two crucial factors
at play here. The first is our clients. They are at the heart of what we do and are always in the
forefront of our minds. We must treat them as partners. Undertaking construction projects in
mountainous terrain in the extreme conditions we face only works if we cooperate with one
another. We have to understand what our clients want and see their criticisms as opportunities
to improve. The second factor at play is our employees, who are key to our success. Their unwavering dedication and determination are truly remarkable. They always go the extra mile
and are willing to strike out in new directions, even if they are faced with tasks that initially
seem insurmountable. They work for the company and, in turn, the company is there for them.
Everyone has their role.
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In your case, you’ve inherited a great legacy.
I’m often asked about that. But even if I hadn’t succeeded my father, I would still be compared
to my predecessor. The benefit of having stepped into my father’s shoes is that I could learn an
incredible amount from him. We share the same values. But it’s not about me – it’s the success
of the company alone that matters.
What do you think athletes can learn from entrepreneurs?
It is important for entrepreneurs to diversify to minimize risk in the event of business suddenly
not going so well. I believe it’s equally vital for athletes to think about what career they will
follow after they pass their peak and to have a second source of income. Another important
characteristic – not only for entrepreneurs and athletes, but for people in general – is modesty.
Because somewhere, sometime you’re always going to come up against someone who is faster,
better, and stronger than you. And this is where modesty comes in.  
In the fall of 2016, you expanded your Group’s branch in Tirol. Further investments are
also in the pipeline. What do you have planned?
Since opening our site in Telfs in 2008, we have invested a total of 40 million euros. Following
our most recent expansion, we’ll be employing around 320 people in the town. At the site, we
now produce all our clamps for chairlifts, all direct drives, lift chairs, snowmaking equipment,
and components for wind turbines. Moreover, we also use the location to store all spare parts for
PRINOTH snow groomers. We’re planning to perform further lines of our work here in the future.  
What benefits does Tirol offer?
On the one hand, we have set up a very straightforward and solution-driven management system
here. This is important to us, as it enables us to quickly turn our attention to our day-to-day
work. On the other hand, Tirol – North and South alike – is where our roots lie. Even though we
operate globally, the Alps will always be our core market, especially for ropeways, snow groomers,
and snow guns.
During the 2017 Alpine Ski World Championships in St. Moritz, LEITNER will cooperate
even more closely with Tirol as a premium partner of TirolBerg. What do you hope to
achieve from this partnership?
We see TirolBerg as an opportunity to give something back to Tirol. We can present the state not
only as a region for sport and a tourist destination, but as an attractive business and research
hub. What’s more, the partnership will give us the chance to network with partners in a unique
environment, hear the views of our clients, and make new contacts.
Will you be following the World Championships? And if so, who are your favorites?
We will definitely watch a few of the races in St. Moritz with our friends and business partners.
I’ll cheer on and be happy for everyone who wins. Athletes’ achievements are always remarkable.

INTERVIEW WITH STEVEN NYMAN

PERFECT RACES NEED
PERFECT CONDITIONS
PRINOTH has been an official partner of the US Ski Team (USSA) since 2014, working
hard to ensure that the skiers have access to world-class slope conditions, even during
training camps. PRINOTH World interviews US ski racer Steven Nyman, who has been
part of the US Ski Team since 2002.
You could say that Steven Nyman has snow running through his veins. Born in February 1982
in Utah, a US state known for its cold, very snowy winters and which hosted the 2002 Winter
Olympics in its capital, Salt Lake City, he virtually grew up on the slopes. Steven started
skiing when he was just two years old. Actively supported by his father, a ski school director,
he took part in his first junior race at the age of seven. He has been notching up wins for
his home club, the Park City Ski Team, ever since. He secured his first victory in slalom,
becoming junior world champion in 2002, before turning his attention to speed disciplines.
To date, Steven has three World Cup downhill wins to his name – all won on the Saslong
(Val Gardena, Italy, 2006, 2012, 2014). In 2016, he came third in the World Cup in Val Gardena.
The three-time Olympic competitor is currently the best ski racer in the US team.
How important are perfectly prepared slopes for racing success on the US team?
One of my favorite race courses is Beaver Creek. The Talon Crew is responsible for grooming the
snow here and does one of the best jobs on the Alpine Skiing World Cup circuit. The snow is
compact, reactive and aggressive, yet dependable. The course profile is also fantastic, meaning
the snow is a real pleasure to ski on. The slope is extremely varied with steep parts and fast
sections, jumps, and flat stretches. On top of all that, it’s one of my home courses, which means
that everyone cheers for you as you cross the finish line.
So slope conditions play an important role during competitions?
Yes, absolutely. The slope conditions are incredibly important. Speed disciplines require us to ski
at extremely high speeds, which puts an unbelievable amount of physical pressure on our bodies
and materials. This is why ski racers need safe, robust slopes that can withstand this pressure.
Ski racing has undergone remarkable developments in recent years, most of which can solely
be attributed to equipment. However, we also have the evolution of snow grooming to thank
for helping us to push ourselves even further to our limits. Without the right foundations, the
technical innovations in ski racing would not be as noticeable.
What immediately comes to mind when you think of PRINOTH?
Creativity! Whatever you want to do with snow, PRINOTH finds a way to make it possible.
Perfect racing slopes, jumps – you name it, you’ve got it! Plus their snow groomers are the
best looking of all!
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PRINOTH PLATFORM

ONE FOR ALL
1 VEHICLE PLATFORM
FOR YOUR ENTIRE FLEET
Simpler, faster, better! Thanks to our in-depth understanding of
what’s really important when working on the slopes, PRINOTH is
a shining example of how product quality and excellent customer
service go hand in hand. We not only ensure that skiers are always
greeted with the best conditions on the slopes, but that our clients
always get the best from our products. The PRINOTH Platform takes
this approach one step further by ensuring drivers no longer lose
precious hours familiarizing themselves with our snow groomers. That
way they can spend more time on what really matters: creating
perfectly prepared slopes.

TAKING CLOSE CUSTOMER RELATIONS UP A NOTCH
By using identical components, PRINOTH has been able to standardize
its product range, which means we can now provide even better service
and spare parts availability to our customers. A high number of common components across product lines, standardized instrumentation
and simpler vehicle handling ensure that our clients are well-prepared
for all eventualities – whether they are operating a NEW HUSKY,
NEW BISON, or LEITWOLF. The benefits include the rapid availability
of replacement parts, attractive after-sales services, and quickly
acquired all-around knowledge thanks to the close similarity between
attachments across the new fleet. The unique PRINOTH Platform –
taking close customer relations up a notch!
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LIKE A SPORTS CAR ON
SNOW. ONLY WITHOUT
ANY LIMITS.
LEITWOLF

A normal day in the office? Far from it! While some might be pushing paper and
hammering away at their keyboards, others spend their days revving engines. There’s
something rather special about swapping a desk chair for the driver’s seat in a 500
plus HP vehicle. Especially when you can see the fruits of your labor – perfect slopes –
immediately appear before your eyes.

as if you’re the king of the mountain. With its 530 HP engine and wide tracks that can take the
vehicle anywhere, the snow groomer gives you a special sense of freedom that I enjoy anew every
time,” enthuses Waldner. Featuring luxurious seating, the operator’s cab offers the same level
of comfort as a top-class sports car. And makes work a real pleasure. “Sitting in the LEITWOLF
makes you feel as if you’re crossing terrain that no other vehicle has ventured on before!”

OPEN THE GARAGE AND THE SHOW BEGINS.

PROFOUND ENGINEERING AND DRIVING KNOWLEDGE PACKED INTO 530 HP.

Once the final skiers have carved their last turns in the snow and dusk begins to fall, snow
groomer operators can get to work. “When the engines roar and the snow groomers emerge
from the garage into the dusk, crowds of skiers often gather around the vehicles, fascinated
by their power and size,” explains Florian Waldner, demonstration driver at PRINOTH Austria,
with a twinkle in his eye.

This superiority is also reflected in the technology used in the LEITWOLF. Snow groomers
have never been so efficient and yet so environmentally friendly as they are today. “The
issues of sustainability and efficiency are of increasing importance to ski resorts. Our LEITWOLF
provides clients with a solution for sustainable slope preparation. It not only produces significantly
lower emissions by complying with the latest exhaust emission standards, but also achieves the
highest area coverage in its class and boasts the best climbing ability thanks to its great tiller
width. This means that the LEITWOLF can prepare larger areas in less time, saving considerable
amounts of fuel, and thus money”, explains Andreas Muigg, Product Manager at PRINOTH.

THE KING OF THE MOUNTAIN.
There’s no workplace quite like it. “Sitting in the LEITWOLF creates a feeling of superiority. Almost
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SIDE TO SIDE

THE UNIQUE
PARALLEL OFFSET
OF THE POWER TILLER.

PARALLEL OFFSET

THE POWER TILLER

groomer to work its magic much closer to the slope edges, boundaries, or barriers
– without the driver having to worry about the vehicle’s tracks becoming caught
anywhere.

UNIQUE IN THE WORLD:
INNOVATIVE TILLING TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE PERFECT SLOPES

THE SAFE WAY TO ACHIEVE A PERFECT FINISH EVERY TIME

What could be better than weaving your way down a freshly prepared slope? A
perfect slope surface with no transitions in sight is a clear sign that a LEITWOLF
with its unique POWER tiller has been at work on the slope. PRINOTH is the only
company to offer a system in which the tiller can be offset by up to 45 cm (17.7 in)
on both sides parallel to the direction of travel. This means that the tracks overlap
perfectly during snow grooming. Thanks to the parallel offset technology, the tiller
no longer adopts unwelcome slanted positions during transverse movements.
The POWER tiller always runs perfectly inside the line of the tracks, preventing
it from rising at the edges of the slope, for example. This enables the snow
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PRINOTH’s parallel offset technology, which is the first of its kind in the world,
is particularly effective during transverse movements and on difficult types
of terrain. While in other systems the buckling of the trailing tiller may have
an unwelcome effect on the vehicle’s steering, in PRINOTH’s system the tiller
remains parallel to the direction of travel at all times. This enables the vehicle
to be driven forward much more steadily. Depending on requirements, the tiller
can, of course, also be switched into trailing mode directly via the joystick. The
new software enables the driver to select tiller settings, such as the contact
pressure, floating position, and counter pressure, when the tiller is still raised.
The driver can simply activate the tiller using the joystick without having to
move their hands from their normal working position. The LEITWOLF also features
a 4.5 m (14.76 ft) track width. Significantly wider than the tracks found on other
snow groomers in its class, it saves both time and fuel. Meanwhile, the POWER
tiller creates the perfect finish on the slope, laying the foundations for an
unparalleled skiing experience.

TRAIL SEMINAR 2016

Above: raring to go – the impressive NEW HUSKY and NEW BISON
Left: some of the participants with the OWREN AS team

cross-country ski trails. Held in the Norwegian village of Beitostølen
in early November, the event revolved around how to create the perfect
cross-country trail. The program consisted of presentations, discussions, opportunities to share best practices, and practical on-snow
testing. This meant it was show time for two NEW HUSKY and one
NEW BISON snow groomers, both of which were rated as outstanding
by the experts at the seminar.

TOP MARKS GO TO NEW HUSKY AND NEW BISON

VELKOMMEN TIL
LOIPESEMINARET 2016!
Despite the frosty temperatures, visitors to this year’s Cross-Country Trail Seminar in Norway
were extended a warm welcome, the cold weather doing nothing to detract from the event’s
friendly atmosphere. In fact, the conditions were ideal for tilling a few sharp lines in the
snow and putting the latest hardware to the test. More than 150 snow groomer operators
from across Norway were in attendance, all of whom predominantly specialize in preparing
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The new driver’s cab received excellent feedback, having impressed
the attendees with its ergonomic design. Top marks also went to the
joystick, which not only makes the PRINOTH fleet fun to drive, but
also responds completely precisely and reliably in potentially serious
situations. The maneuverability of both vehicles and their compact
design were also rated positively. Behind their universally praised
design, PRINOTH’s vehicles pack a punch with their powerful engines
and extraordinary climbing ability. This didn’t go unnoticed by the
expert snow groomers either. What’s more, the specialists could enjoy
these features to their hearts’ content without any feeling of guilt
about harming the environment, as all three vehicles comply with the
latest Stage IV/Tier 4 Final emission standards. True to our motto of
making clean tracks in the snow!

MOONLIGHT CLASSIC

Copyright: Armin Mayr

DANCING IN
THE MOONLIGHT
Night had fallen and the moon was shining brightly in the sky...
Then, as if by magic, a group of cross-country skiers appeared, racing
through the unspoiled nature along perfectly prepared trails. Sounds
surreal, doesn’t it? But this was the exact spellbinding scene watched
by spectators at this year’s Moonlight Classic on the Alpe di Siusi in
South Tyrol, Italy.
The cross-country skis glide through the snow, the trail brilliantly
illuminated by torches. The Alpe di Siusi is lit up spectacularly,
having waited all year to play its starring role in this enchanting
event. The perfect cross-country ski trail runs through the glistening
snow, a PRINOTH NEW HUSKY leading the way along the track to ensure
that the skiers safely reach the finish line. The vehicle performs its
crucial job unnoticed – by people and nature.

THE MOST MAGICAL RACE IN THE WORLD
Far from being the figment of an hallucination caused by the full moon,
the event unfolding here is likely the most remarkable and magical
cross-country ski race in the world. On February 10, 2017, the famous
South Tyrol Moonlight Classic drew crowds of nocturnal spectators and
sports enthusiasts to Europe’s largest high-altitude Alpine meadow in
the magnificent South Tyrolean Dolomites. Besides the racers’ fantastic
sporting achievements, it was the rare chance to experience the
bewitching atmosphere of the Alpe di Siusi by moonlight that was
the most captivating part of the night.
As they raced their way along the 15 km or 30 km trail, the cross-country
skiers looked like a procession of light, sometimes even appearing as
if they had blended with the landscape itself. And once the race was
over, a slight sense of melancholy descended at the thought of leaving
this wondrous setting.
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VASA RACE 2017

ON THE TRAIL OF
OUR NEW HUSKYS
Held annually on the first Sunday of March, the legendary Vasaloppet
or Vasa Race, one of the biggest cross-country skiing events in the
world, sees around 16,000 classic-style skiers put themselves
through their paces. The trail is prepared by our NEW HUSKY
snow groomers.
A colorful throng of people snake their way along 90 kilometers
of Swedish countryside. At first the group of skiers is very tightly
packed, but gradually it becomes clear who will be crowned champion.
Every year, millions of spectators and TV viewers are enthralled by
the largest skiing “fun run” in the world. In fact, it’s so popular in
Sweden that it is even celebrated like a second national holiday.

THE HISTORY OF THE VASALOPPET
The first Vasaloppet took place on March 19, 1922. It was the brainchild of newspaper editor Anders Pers, who wished to commemorate
the flight of Gustav Vasa, a Swedish nobleman who, in 1521, tried to
convince the citizens of Mora to join him in a rebellion against the
Danish rulers. After the people refused to join him, he was forced to
flee on his skis. However, his compatriots soon changed their minds
and sent their fastest skiers to race after him. They caught up with
him in Sälen and eventually encouraged him to turn back. It was this
historical event that laid the tracks for the Vasaloppet.

ON THE TRAIL OF OUR NEW HUSKYS
There is some debate about how many racers took part in the first
Vasaloppet, with some believing there were 119 participants and
others citing a figure of 136. One explanation for this discrepancy in
numbers could be that the trail was not groomed by our NEW HUSKY
vehicles, meaning that one or two of the racers may have failed to
“stay on (the poorly prepared) course.”
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NEW BISON WINCH

PURE
CANADA!
NEW BISON WINCH WINS
IN CANADIAN ROCKIES
+ Interview with Bryan Kroker, Slopes Manager at Panorama Resort
+ Panorama Resort = Columbia Mountains in British Columbia, Canada
+ More than 120 named slopes

RELIABLE PERFORMANCE
The NEW BISON Winch has completely bowled us over. With its AUTOMATIC winch, high pushing
performance, comfortable driver’s cab with superb visibility, and ergonomic design, it helps
ensure drivers not only get their bearings quickly, but feel at home in the vehicle straightaway.
Combined with the reliability and performance for which PRINOTH is renowned, I believe that the
NEW BISON is the best winch-equipped vehicle currently on the market.

NEW BISON ROCKS THE SLOPES
Due to the relatively mild weather last spring, it was difficult to keep the slopes in good
condition. The obvious solution was to find a winch-equipped vehicle capable of moving a lot of
snow very quickly and of maintaining traction despite the soft snow. In the NEW BISON Winch,
we have found a vehicle that meets these very requirements. The combination of high grooming
speed, easy anchoring of the winch cable, and the simple operation of the winch increased
productivity enormously. The NEW BISON Winch has literally rocked the soft slopes!

AUTOMATIC WINCH
We’re particularly taken with the winch’s automatic mode, which makes it far easier to accustom
inexperienced snow groomer drivers to operating the winch. Together with the NEW BISON’s
pushing performance, this makes snow grooming with a winch truly enjoyable.
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NEW HUSKY

SEEING IS BELIEVING
NEW HUSKY WITH TRANSPORT
CABIN ON THE BICHLALM
IN KITZBÜHEL
Since Pininfarina paved the way for a new age in car design in the 1950s, the
design studio’s perfectly configured sedans have become a regular sight on
the roads of Europe. Nobody would have thought back then that half a century
later the design company would create a passenger cabin for the slopes. But that
is exactly what has been done with the NEW HUSKY transport cabin. Far from being
a spartan way to ascend the mountains, this elegant cabin is ideal for operators
and passengers looking to be amazed by new and exclusive adventures in the snow.
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ROMANTIC AND LUXURIOUS
Large enough to accommodate up to nine passengers, the industry’s most comfortable transport cabin is equipped with retractable steps and a ski rack. Anyone
wishing for a more romantic and even more luxurious experience can opt to travel
alone as a couple and choose the optional privacy glazing, leather seats, and air
conditioning unit. One way or another, the ultra-modern designer cabin is a
real eye-catcher! This means of transport is the ultimate way to travel in style
to popular destinations in the Alps, such as the Bichlalm in Kitzbühel, which
is famed for its spectacular views and the ideal place to relax. A trip in the
NEW HUSKY transport cabin is an unforgettable experience, not only for the
rich and famous, but for anyone looking to marvel at Kitzbühel’s magnificent
wintery landscape through the large 360° panoramic windows.
But there’s another side to the luxury transporter: when no VIP shuttle services
are on the cards, it turns its back on all this glamor and sets to work to prepare
the ski touring trails on the Bichlalm. Yet even here it cuts a good figure.

NEW HUSKY

NEW HUSKY
LES AVENTURIERS DE CHARLEVOIX
SNOWMOBILE CLUB, CANADA

PERFORMANCE

Our NEW HUSKY did a tremendous job for us last winter. It snowed very
heavily in the mountains around Richelieu Manor, which meant we were
able to unleash the NEW HUSKY’s power to its full effect. We groom our
snow with two HUSKYs and a NEW HUSKY; the NEW HUSKY also has a
relatively lightweight blade, allowing you to really crank it up.

OUTPUT

Our operators became accustomed to the NEW HUSKY very quickly and
were able to adapt their driving style to it. The biggest improvement for
operators is the comfort of the cab, the ergonomic features, and higher
horsepower.

+ 50 years of experience in preparing snowmobile trails
+ 334 km of snowmobile trails prepared by the Club
+ 750 members

TERRAIN

Very hilly terrain in a region known for its heavy snowfall.

WHY A
NEW HUSKY?

We were provided with the financial support to purchase a NEW HUSKY.
We’d already prepared trails with the previous model and were excited to
try the updated version. Ultimately, the fuel-efficient Mercedes engine
and the Rexroth drive were the key selling points for us.
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Thank you very much, Raynald Harvey,
President of Les Aventuriers de Charlevoix snowmobile club

GAMSKETTE

EFFICIENCY ALONG
THE ENTIRE TRACK
THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND SIMPLEST TUNING FOR YOUR SNOW GROOMER.
The most effective and simplest tuning for your snow groomer. To prepare the perfect pistes,
you need the perfect tools. Tools that are efficient, durable and reliable. Just like the
GAMSKETTE track. This is the most performance-driven tool for any snow groomer by
any manufacturer.

www.gamskette.com

SIMPLE
MAINTENANCE

LONG
SERVICE LIFE

LIGHTWEIGHT YET STRONG.
The high-quality alloy of aluminum and zinc makes the GAMSKETTE far lighter than its steel
counterparts. The special stud-link design, high-quality materials, unique production process,
top service, and variety of track designs guarantee highly satisfied customers around the
world. The GAMSKETTE stands out by virtue of its service life, low spare parts requirement,
and low maintenance costs. In fact, it’s perfect.
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LOWER SPARE PARTS
REQUIREMENT

EVERYTHING
AT A GLANCE:
HOME CINEMA
ON THE SLOPE

PRINOTH DISPLAYS:
THE BRIGHTEST, RICHEST IN CONTRAST,
AND MOST DETAILED OF THEM ALL.

IPC PARALYMPICS

METER BY METER,
CURVE BY CURVE
You’ve probably never heard of Finsterau. This small, sleepy village
in Bavaria, Germany, doesn’t exactly rank highly on the fame front
and neither is it well-known as the venue of exciting sports tournaments. Nevertheless, this winter it became the focal point of
the Paralympic Movement as the setting of the World Para Nordic
Skiing Championships.
The physical exertion is felt with every movement, the adrenaline
climbs with every round. Meter by meter, curve by curve, ascent by
ascent, the athletes propel themselves forward on their skis – pushed
on by their passion and drive. Their aim is to conquer the cross-country
trail, a feat demanding everything of them. Reaching the finish line,
they throw their arms into the air, looking around exhausted at the
picturesque panorama.

AN IDYLLIC PLACE WATCHED BY THE EYES OF THE WORLD
In February, Finsterau, a picture-perfect German holiday resort in
the Bavarian Forest, became the backdrop for some outstanding performances of athleticism when it played host to disabled athletes
competing in the World Para Nordic Skiing Championships. The event
has been attracting the world’s best male and female biathletes and
cross-country skiers since 2009. This year, more than 130 athletes
from 25 countries took part.

A MATTER CLOSE TO OUR HEARTS
At PRINOTH, sport has always been close to our hearts. The company
lends particular support to athletes with disabilities and is a strong
advocate of the Paralympic Movement. In Finsterau, PRINOTH was
on hand with its NEW HUSKY and expert knowledge to ensure the
cross-country trails on the Nordic courses were in pristine condition,
meter by meter.
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PHOTOMDP / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

EMOTIONS

HIGHTECH
PLACE TO LIVE
FIS ALPINE SKI WM

17/2/2017
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PRINOTH was in attendance when top athletes and entrepreneurs
met at TirolBerg during the FIS Alpine Ski World Championships
in St. Moritz, Switzerland. As a partner of TirolBerg, the company
was able to share its views on a variety of topics relating to winter
sports during a panel discussion attended by numerous high-profile
individuals.
Winter sports and mountain adventures are increasingly defined in
terms of emotions. Sport, adventure, emotions, high-tech, and strong
economic areas represent exciting and ambivalent symbioses. This
formed the topic of TirolBerg’s “EMOTIONS – HIGH-TECH – PLACE TO LIVE”
expert panel discussion.

+
+
+
+
+
+

TANJA FRIEDEN – Olympic Snowboard Cross champion
FLO ORLEY – freeride pro and extreme athlete
SILVIO SCHMID – CEO of Andermatt-Sedrun Sport AG
UNIV.-PROF. DR. KURT MATZLER – Free University of Bolzano
FRANZ HÖRL – Chairman of Austrian Cable Car Industry
WERNER AMORT – President of PRINOTH

UNIVERSIADE 2017, ALMATY
PRINOTH OFFICIAL SUPPLIER

A HOTSPOT IN
WINTER 2017
“I’m really excited, because I’ll be competing in front of a large audience in my home country for the first time”, said athlete Zhanbota
Aldabergenova, 21, before the competition. Aldabergenova, who was
placed sixth at the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, heads the Kazakh
freestyle ski team. Now, she’s focussing on the Winter Universiade in
the city of Almaty, home to more than a million and the economic
center of Kazakhstan.
The Universiade, held every two years and organized by the Fédération
Internationale du Sport Universitaire (FISU), is one of the biggest
events on the international multi-sports calendar. From January 29 to
February 8 2017, participants were competing in Almaty in 12 winter
sports disciplines. Approximately 3,500 student athletes from 55
countries took part.

PRINOTH ROLLS OUT THE WHITE CARPET
PRINOTH was official supplier, and was exclusively responsible during
the Universiade for maintaining the ski runs. But the work didn’t stop
there – in addition to snow groomers, PRINOTH provided its expertise
in the form of service technicians and demo drivers, successfully rolling
out the white carpet with its partner, Eurasia Motors.

AND MILLIONS ARE WATCHING
About 22 miles from the city limits of Almaty are the ski resorts
of Shymbulak and Tabagan, which have been upgraded and enlarged
for the Universiade. This is where the competitions in alpine skiing,
snowboarding and freestyle skiing were taking place. More than 100
TV-stations across the globe were reporting on the games. Zhanbota
Aldabergenova also hopes more young people will learn to share her
love of winter sport, and especially that her discipline will become
more widely known. “I hope that after the Universiade more people will
know about our sport, and will try it out. Nowadays, when I talk about
aerial skiing, people still say: What’s that – some kind of dance?”
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PARK CONSTRUCTION

SLOPESTYLE WORLD CUP
ON THE ALPE DI SIUSI
PRINOTH SETS NEW STANDARDS
IN PARK CONSTRUCTION
PRINOTH’s X vehicles are as important to snow park builders as the X Games are to freestyle
pros. Nothing creates such perfection in the design of a snow park quite like interaction
between man and machine. The building and maintenance require experienced shapers and
snow groomer operators who are not only skilled in the technical demands of the job, but who
also have a real appreciation of the aesthetics of the slope. Their work at some of the world’s
most high-ranking facilities for events and contests is supported by two very strong partners:
the NEW BISON X and the LEITWOLF X, both specially designed for park construction.

ITALIAN PREMIER: LEITWOLF X
The LEITWOLF X, which makes mastering the formidable dimensions of supersized parks look
like child’s play, marked out its territory in Italy for the first time during the FIS Slopestyle
World Cup on the Alpe di Siusi in January 2017. In its role as official supplier, PRINOTH was
responsible for snow grooming and worked together with the park construction professionals
from F-TECH to ensure a flawless set-up. The two companies were the perfect partners, since
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both skilled park construction and professional maintenance are essential to ensure quality
and safety at snowparks. This is especially vital to top athletes from around the world, who
depend on perfectly prepared slopes at freeski and snowboard slopestyle competitions.

THE PERFECT PLACE FOR PRINOTH’S X VEHICLES
In a world made up of jumps, verts, and pipes, PRINOTH park vehicles are the first choice
when it comes to shaping the most extreme park constructions. Their high-performance
engines, excellent climbing ability, and fantastic grip allow for easy maneuvering, both
uphill and downhill, even under the most difficult conditions. Large quantities of snow can
be pushed easily, before being transported to the right place and styled into innovative
park features using the MASTER blade. No two parks are the same; the snow conditions vary
constantly, and the installations are becoming increasingly complex. In other words, snow
parks are the perfect place of work for PRINOTH’s X vehicles.

juuuuuu
uuuuuuuu
uuuuuuuu
uuuuuuuu
uuuuuuuu
uuuump

FOUR HILLS TOURNAMENT

A LEAP INTO
THE FUTURE
Squat, descend – and jump! Now in its 65th year, the Four Hills Tournament once again
attracted thousands of fans from around the globe to Austria’s Bergisel this January.
Steeped in history, this hill in Innsbruck amazes visitors for a number of reasons, including as host to world-famous ski jumpers looking to defy gravity at the contest year after
year. At 2017’s event, PRINOTH’s LEITWOLF made its debut at the heart of the action.
The Bergisel Ski Jump towers majestically over the Alpine city of Innsbruck. Its unusual
design fits perfectly with the landscape and captivates visitors time and time again. History
is constantly being written on the Bergisel – the history of the Tirol region, the history of
architecture, and, above all, the history of ski jumping itself.

100 YEARS OF SKI JUMPING
Innsbruck – a place synonymous with mountains, snow, and winter sports. The state capital of
Tirol has been an official venue of the Four Hills Tournament since 1952. In 1964, it hosted the
Winter Olympics for the first time. To mark this special occasion, which Innsbruck’s citizens
still talk about with pride today, the former, smaller ski jump was upgraded and extended.
As the years went on, however, more and more requirements were placed on ski jumping
facilities, ultimately leading to the jump being completely rebuilt in 2002. Designed by
world-renowned architect Zaha Hadid, who passed away in 2016, the new Bergisel Ski Jump
is an architectural masterpiece, famous far beyond Innsbruck. With its elegant curves, it
soars above the city, stunning visitors with its spectacular panoramic views.

THE PERFECT MATCH
This year, as an official partner of the Four Hills Tournament for the first time, PRINOTH
helped prepare the ski jump, using its LEITWOLF Winch to ensure ideal conditions on the
out-run. PRINOTH and the Bergisel Ski Jump have two important characteristics in common.
Like the famous ski jumping hill, PRINOTH is known for providing innovation in skiing sports
and creating top-quality conditions for athletes. What’s more, the company’s state-of-the-art
snow groomers designed in collaboration with Pininfarina look truly incredible against the
backdrop of the architectural work of art. In fact, it’s as if PRINOTH’s vehicles and the
Bergisel Ski Jump were made for each other.

TIROL – A SPRINGBOARD FOR THE FUTURE
The venue of the Four Hills Tournament also has a special meaning to PRINOTH, as the company
recently expanded its international service and logistics center in the nearby town of Telfs.
“Our branch in Telfs gives us a strong presence in the heart of one of our core markets,” explains
Markus Straninger, Head of Sales at PRINOTH. “It allows us to reach our clients swiftly and keep
pace with the current developments in winter sports so we can develop our vehicles in line with
the latest requirements.”
PRINOTH has been supporting major sports events worldwide for many years, including ski
flying competitions in Kulm in the Austrian state of Styria, which is home to one of the
largest ski jumps in the world. What is the secret behind a successful tournament? “Besides
a perfectly prepared ski jump, it is essential to have access to the necessary specialist knowledge,” claims Straninger. Not forgetting, of course, a pretzel, mulled wine, and a passion
for the sport. Juuuuuuump!
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SKI WORLDCUP IN VAL GARDENA

MADE BY PRINOTH

49TH

SASLONG CLASSIC

FIS ALPINE SKI WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS VAL GARDENA
The World Cup events in Val Gardena, South Tyrol, have been among
the most well-known highlights on the Alpine skiing circuit since
the late 1960s. Thousands of athletes have already dared to descend
the famous Saslong slope at the foot of the mountain with the same
name, hurtling down the Camel Humps notorious among skiers worldwide at speeds of more than 100 km/h.

BORN IN VAL GARDENA, AT HOME ALL OVER THE WORLD
PRINOTH has been a partner of the World Cup events on the Saslong
since the first race was held there in 1967. As a traditional company
that has its roots in Val Gardena, boosting the region’s profile was
of great importance to PRINOTH even back then. And this successful
partnership has gone from strength to strength ever since. At the
49th Saslong Classic on December 16 and 17, 2016, PRINOTH used a
LEITWOLF, three EVERESTs, and a HUSKY fitted with a transport cabin
to create ideal tournament conditions for the Super-G and Men’s
Downhill races. The PRINOTH Corner in the Saslounge has become a
meeting point for the who’s who of the skiing world and for anyone
excitedly following the action unfold.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY – CELEBRATING 50 YEARS
OF THE SASLONG CLASSIC
Now that the 49th event has drawn to a close, PRINOTH can’t wait to
celebrate the 50th Saslong Classic in 2017. And help create perfect
pistes to ensure fair competitive conditions.
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THE

X-PERTS

COOPERATION

AIMING HIGH
PRINOTH is further expanding its expertise in park construction:
the partnership with the South Tyrol-based park construction
professionals from F-TECH is a clear reflection of mutual growth.
The start of this collaboration coincided with an international
event entitled “Legends,” Italy’s first FIS Slopestyle World Cup
event on the Alpe di Siusi. With the top athletes aiming high, the
two companies joined forces to hone the contest setup.
The decisive elements at a snowpark are not the wind and the weather, but tables and obstacles. These are not created by the whims of a
weather god, but are the result of meticulous planning by specialists
equipped with years of experience and cutting-edge advanced technology. Modern measuring technology, 3D planning, resource-optimized
park construction with remote control at the headquarters, and daily
park maintenance with software support – this range of services currently represents the gold standard in park construction. F-TECH boasts
a similarly long list of references, including a dozen snowparks in South
Tyrol and a large number of contests.
With so much combined expertise, the latest PRINOTH park fleet is
not far off. As the official snow grooming supplier at the Legends
World Cup event held on the Alpe di Siusi, PRINOTH deployed both
the NEW BISON X and the brand new LEITWOLF X. Plans to partner
with F-TECH on further joint projects in Europe are already underway.
Alex Berger, CEO of F-TECH: “For us, this partnership also represents an
endorsement of our professional work. It offers us opportunities to take
on special projects, special obstacles, and shoots – and to work together
in making them a reality. The snow groomers from PRINOTH have enabled
us to optimize our service.”
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COOPERATION

PRINOTH &
DEVELOPMENT
SNOWPARKS
FINEST FREESTYLE
EQUIPMENT FOR ASIA PACIFIC
PRINOTH and Development Snowparks are pleased to announce their
partnership. A number of projects are in the planning phase in the
Asia-Pacific region, including the deployment of the NEW BISON X
and the Global Cutter, a shaper to create halfpipes with a transition
of 6.7 m, specifically developed by Development Snowparks.
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New Zealand based Development Snowparks offer an exceptional range of world class park
and pipe services and features that are recognized all around the world as being of a
consistently high calibre whether it be a half pipe, slopestyle or big air event. Their most
notable half pipe contracts are sub contractors to the Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympics and
contractors to the Sochi 2014 Olympic events.

NEW BISON X IN JAPAN
“The partnership is already under way with a NEW BISON X with AUTOMATIC Winch, currently
being shipped to Aomori Spring Resort in Japan”, explains Taro Girardi, Area Sales Manager at
PRINOTH. The team will be working on developing and upgrading Aomori’s freestyle facility
with the NEW BISON X in conjunction with the Global Cutter and aim to make Aomori a world
class Olympic athlete training facility. “With the partnership, we can foster our success with
the NEW BISON X also in Japan”, says Taro Girardi.

SUPERIOR SNOW GROOMERS OF CHOICE
Development Snowparks provides a total solution for several freestyle issues; from 3D design renders to build and maintenance contracts and now world class machinery for snow
parks. “The first snow cat I ever drove was a PRINOTH and it has since always been the snow
groomer of choice for a freestyle application. With its high torque output it is ideal for pushing
large quantities of snow and the tiller always produces the best finish. Its interior comfort and
features add to it being the superior snow groomer of choice”, explains John Melville, CEO of
Development Snowparks. Plans are underway for bringing the NEW BISON X with AUTOMATIC
Winch to New Zealand in 2017 and using it for high profile events and projects.

COOPERATION

PRINOTH has been a partner of White Industries Ltd., the specialist
in course design and building for the FIS Ski Cross & Snowboard
Cross racecourses, since 2016. Interview with Nick Roma, Director
of Operations.

THE ULTIMATE XPERIENCE - NUMBER 1 IN PARK BUILDING
We are constantly on the road attending a range of fantastic events
worldwide. Having the right vehicle by our side is worth its weight in
gold and is essential for achieving good results. When constructing cross
courses, we need reliable park vehicles like the BISON X. Besides its high
pushing performance and brilliant maneuverability, it has the best blade
on the market. The blade’s pushing performance and mobility are the
features we value most.

WAITING WITH ANTICIPATION FOR THE NEW LEITWOLF X
Last season I was in Spain and had the opportunity to use the LEITWOLF
to construct the courses for the Snowboard Cross Finals. I was very impressed by how much snow we could move with it and at the quality of the
courses we prepared. All in all, I can’t wait to work with the LEITWOLF X!

WHAT WILL THE FUTURE HOLD?
We have many more fantastic projects on the horizon. The Snowboard
Cross and Ski Cross World Championships are being held in Solitude
(Utah) in 2019 and we attended the test event in January. We’ll be
involved with the Ski Cross Finals at Blue Mountain in Canada in early
March 2017. Since January, we’ve also been performing construction
work for the International Snowboard Training Center (ISTC) at Copper
Mountain, which is where athletes from around the world prepare for the
World Cup. With so many exciting projects coming up, we’re really happy
that we can count on PRINOTH’s support.
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COOPERATION

PROFESSIONALS
IN THE PARK
PARTNERSHIP WITH
SNOWPARK CONSULTING
PRINOTH is set to expand its snow park expertise: In December 2016, it is embarking
upon a long-term cooperation with Snowpark Consulting, the Swedish specialist in park
construction and competition courses, which built the very first Olympic slope-style
course in Sochi in 2014.

LIVING THE DREAM
As a child, Anders Forsell dreamt of representing his home country of Sweden in the Winter
Olympics. The snowboarder spent every spare minute on the snow. But when he came to
the realization that he would never rank among the best, he swapped his board for a snow
groomer and began to design jumps with the same level of dedication. And then the day
came when he understood more about snow and the art of building with it than almost
anyone else. He founded Snowpark Consulting and has been helping snow park projects,
including FIS World Cup courses and shooting sets, take shape ever since.
Anders Forsell has become something of a shaper legend on the snow park scene. His profile
was raised even further when he constructed the first ever Olympic slopestyle course in Sochi
in 2014 – making his childhood dream come true in the process, albeit in a slightly different
way than originally planned.

CONTINUED TECHNOLOGICAL AND TOOL DEVELOPMENT
The main aim of the partnership with Snowpark Consulting is to foster the exchange of
experience and promote the continued development of technologies and tools for use in
snowparks. Therefore, the partnership will make an important contribution towards product
development and improvement. Operators of ski resorts and parks will have a keen interest
in the planned demonstration events and in the park builder workshop, where the two
cooperation partners, PRINOTH and Snowpark Consulting, will share their expertise with
interested ski resorts or park builders.

THE SKY’S THE LIMIT WITH THE NEW BISON X AND LEITWOLF X
The partnership is underpinned by the latest generation of X vehicles: the NEW BISON X
and the LEITWOLF X, both specially designed for park building. “When I sat in a BISON X for
the first time during the World Cup in Canada, I was blown away by its climbing ability. What’s
more, its maneuverability was unbelievable. I thought to myself, this is it – this is exactly
what we’ve been looking for. It’s everything you could ever want in a snow groomer. I call it
the PRINOTH feeling,” explains Anders Forsell, CEO of Snowpark Consulting.
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COOPERATION

SNOW OPERATING
& PRINOTH
MISSION: ENCOURAGING
BEGINNERS TO VENTURE
ON TO THE SLOPES
SNOW Operating and PRINOTH have a shared vision of inspiring people
to take up winter sports and hit the slopes. After joining forces last
year, the two companies successfully continued their work in North
America this winter.

FIRST MOMENTS ON THE SNOW
As an official partner of SNOW Operating, PRINOTH prepares the slopes
for its Terrain Based Learning Program, which aims to encourage skiing
and snowboarding beginners to keep enjoying the slopes. SNOW
Operating works with a network of 30 partner resorts that have rolled
out the successful Terrain Based Learning Program. Every year hundreds
of children, teenagers, and adults experience their first moments on
the snow by skiing or snowboarding on the program’s mini slopes,
mini pipes, flats, and obstacles.

STARRING THE NEW HUSKY
SNOW Operating works closely with PRINOTH’s development team to
ensure the NEW HUSKY snow groomer is equipped to construct and
maintain the features of the Terrain Based Learning Program. “We
are convinced that a combination of the right people, equipment, and
terrain plays a vital role in ensuring that first-time skiers and snowboarders have an unforgettable experience on the snow. Our partnership
with PRINOTH enables us to put these crucial factors in place,” says a
delighted Joe Hession, CEO of SNOW Operating.
Keep your eyes peeled and perhaps you’ll spot our NEW HUSKY featuring
the SNOW Operating logo at one of the Terrain Based Learning Program’s
partner resorts.
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For inquiries, please email snowhow@prinoth.com

OUR SKILLS

ONE TEAM
ONE PASSION
There are plenty of reasons: Boosting performance, reducing operating costs, improving
slope quality, increasing your knowledge base, and, and, and… Regardless of whether
you’re part of a team or on your own, in a training room or in the snow, your wish is our
command: PRINOTH’s Team will provide you with all of our knowledge and experience.
No matter the manufacturer, we’ve got the expertise!
Independent of the effects of climate change, the necessity for ski resorts to operate sustainably and to conserve resources and the natural environment is increasing. At the same
time, slopes should be perfect and the technology used is becoming increasingly complex
and difficult to operate. Especially considering that consumption and operating costs play
an elementary role in slope preparation, expertise is a reliable cost cutter.

A PASSION FOR SNOW
The PRINOTH SNOW HOW Team is united by a shared passion: Making snow preparation more
efficient. We know the ‘ins and outs’ of each and every vehicle on the slopes thanks to our
many years of international experience. Our team will analyze your individual needs and
provide you with an optimized custom solution.
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Optimizing your working methods
Slope preparation
Snowmaking
Slope construction
Race courses (up to World Cup level)
Olympic Games (Sochi)
Park building (cooperation with the most prestigious park builders)
Slope care in summer
Glaciers

TO THE FOURTH POWER
Our range of services is composed of four areas. The program is then implemented individually,
fully tailored to your resort and your needs. What’s more, it’s all performed with passion.
One Team – One Passion.
+
+
+
+

MOUNTAIN CONSULTING
INDIVIDUAL OPERATOR TRAINING
SNOW DEPTH MEASUREMENT
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

“INTERESTED? We look forward to hearing from
you and would be happy to offer our advice!”

LEICA
KNOWS
HOW

MANAGE SNOW EFFORTLESSLY.
TO THE CENTIMETER.

MANAGE SNOW
EFFORTLESSLY.
TO THE CENTIMETER.
For years, PRINOTH has enjoyed a successful partnership with Leica Geosystems, the leading
provider of measurement technology to the construction sector. iCON alpine is a precise
solution for snow depth measurement – compatible with all vehicle types.
Martin Kirchmair, technical director of PRINOTH, on growing digitization and the
accompanying increase in efficiency in slope preparation.
Snow depth measurement heralds the arrival of digitization to snow grooming. What
exactly does this mean?
PRINOTH has digitized snow depth measurement on the slope in combination with fleet management. In collaboration with Leica Geosystems, PRINOTH is offering a satellite-based snow
depth measurement system for snow groomers. This GPS-based system enables the snow depth
on the slope to be calculated and visualized with great accuracy. The snow groomer driver can
view the data directly on a monitor in the driver’s cab, where a color scale shows them the
thickness of the snow layer on the piste and enables them to adjust their work accordingly. The
system can be combined with a fleet management system. This allows the most important data
from the machines to be recorded and transferred to a server. The data is used to analyze and
optimize productivity, fault detection and servicing.
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How did this development happen?
Similar systems were already being used in different industries, such as construction. For PRINOTH,
the increasing customer demand for lower snow grooming costs has driven the importance of
these systems, which have become a fixed part of our industry too. Above all, however, awareness
of how to maximize economic efficiency in ski resorts has grown. The question of how best to use
water and energy resources has grown in importance in recent years, which has in turn increased
the demand for appropriate technologies.
How do ski resorts benefit from snow depth measurement?
Digital snow depth measurement offers ski resorts a whole host of benefits. But its main function
is to support efficient and economic snow grooming, especially at times when there is less natural
snow and more artificial snow has to be used in preparation.
Knowing how much snow there is under the snow groomer is important for the driver and for the
slope manager. Awareness of where there is too much or too little snow on the slope can make
preparation far more efficient. Especially in combination with a fleet management system, the
machines can be used much more efficiently and effectively. This allows the ski resort to reduce
its costs and ensures optimal use of the machines.
Achieving stability in planning and minimizing resource usage
Ski resorts are also able to achieve the stability they need for long-term planning. As experience
with the system grows, snow groomers and snow making can be coordinated in a way that saves
precious water resources. At the same time, the ski resort is safe in the knowledge that it can offer
its customers a perfect piste throughout the season all the while optimizing resource usage. On
top of this, digitization enables us to collect highly valuable data that can tell us about how our
snow groomers are being used. With this information, we can adapt our products to better meet
our customers’ needs and understand which innovative technologies have the potential to create
added value in future.

INTERVIEW

PISTE PROS
Written by Eva-Maria Hotter, published on Sport.Tirol.
A rattling garage door opens slowly. It’s 4 o’clock in the morning but the lights are already
on in a low building next to the Resterhöhe valley station in Kitzbühel. An orange warning
light beside the door begins to flash. Then the LEITWOLF slowly comes to life. PRINOTH has
been an international expert in snow grooming for more than 50 years. Besides acquiring its
in-depth knowledge and long-standing experience during its day-to-day work on the slopes,
the PRINOTH team has consolidated its expertise at various World Championships, Olympic
Games, and World Cup events, such as the World Championship in Vail/Beaver Creek, the Winter
Olympics in Sochi, and the Youth Olympic Games in Lillehammer. Recently, the company demonstrated its prowess at the FIS event on the Resterhöhe in Kitzbühel on December 3 and 4, 2016.

IN ACTION AROUND THE WORLD
“Tourist slopes only need to be prepared so early in the morning when it snows,” says Andreas
Silbernagl, who, as a demonstration operator, has experience of this first hand. “Racing
slopes, in contrast, must be groomed around the clock.” Andreas Silbernagl has been driving
snow groomers for more than 20 years, making him one of the industry’s most experienced
drivers. “Having grown up next to a large ski area, I’ve always been fascinated by how snow
groomer drivers have to overcome various weather conditions to prepare the slopes. The worse the
weather, the more you need to concentrate,” explains the 38 year old.

BITING COLD
The demonstration driver works around the world as part of a pool of operators that he is
responsible for supervising. The coldest place he has ever worked in was the Chinese city of
Harbin, where the mercury plummeted to minus 36 degrees Celsius. “Temperatures down to minus
20 don’t pose a problem, but anything lower than that is arduous for both man and machine.”

EXPERTS IN RACING SLOPES
“No two slopes are the same. Amateur skiers hardly notice the difference, but in actual fact
pistes used by tourists are softer than those reserved for professionals.” The main difference
is that racecourses are prepared using water to make them harder. Depending on the arrangements made with the race organizers, the slopes are even torn open using the vehicle’s
blade and frozen uniformly with the help of watering hoses. “I guess you could compare it
to a ploughed potato field.” The injection method, during which water is injected into the
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surface of the snow from above, is used for fine tuning. However, the techniques used vary
depending, as Silbernagl said, on the event’s technical directors, who always decide on the
best approach together with the snowmaking and grooming team.

HIGH-TECH ON TWO TRACKS
A small, colorful monitor to the right of the driver’s feet helps with the decision-making process. This screen shows the drivers the precise snow depth and terrain profile, enabling them
to see how deep the snow is under the snow groomer from the comfort of their cab. “Red
means that there is still room for improvement,” explains Andreas Silbernagl. In principle, snow
groomers can reach speeds of up to 22 kilometers an hour. However, 10 to 15 kilometers are
more realistic when grooming tourist slopes. When working on racecourses, this figure falls
to just two to five kilometers, because these slopes require much more work.

PERFECT TILLING POWER
Since slopes are always tilled uphill and in reverse, the tiller runs against the direction of
travel behind the driver’s cab. “Reverse tilling used to put enormous strain on the machines,
but our POWER tiller has made that a thing of the past.” The winch on the roof of the driver’s
cab is essential for ensuring that snow groomers, which weigh up to 14 metric tons, do
not lose their grip even on steep slopes. Drivers can use a steel cable to hook the vehicle
to anchor points on the mountaintop, enabling them to prepare steep slopes without any
difficulties while keeping the snow groomer steady.

THE RIGHT PROFILE TO WITHSTAND MOVEMENT AND ACTION
According to Silbernagl, the bulk of the work is carried out at the start while preparing the
hard base layer. “During the middle stage, the racing slope is given the right profile to withstand
more movement and action.” Repair works are needed towards the end and if it snows, the
fresh snow must be cleared from the slopes. “It may look magical to amateurs, but once the
racing slope has been prepared and made solid, we don’t want any fresh snow,” says Silbernagl.

AGRIPOWER

LEITWOLF AGRIPOWER

ENERGY DECENTRAL
HANOVER
EnergyDecentral, the specialist trade fair for decentralized energy supply, has evolved over
the years to become the leading platform for decentralized energy systems. It now features
around 400 exhibitors across a hall space spanning more than 30,000 sqm. From November
15 to 18, 2016, the Hanover Fairgrounds were transformed into the ultimate platform for
innovative and pioneering technology in energy supply – alongside the EuroTier trade fair
that was also held at the same time.
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At the heart of the action: the LEITWOLF agripower. Repurposed for summer use, this used
snow groomer is the uncontested specialist for silage work of all kinds and achieves particularly outstanding results in compacting biomass. So how does it work? It’s simple: the adjustable undercarriage can be used to increase or decrease the track working surface. When
the track working surface is decreased, there is greater contact pressure, which helps to
compact the silage and improves maneuverability, even on difficult ground. By increasing the
track working surface, the vehicle’s climbing ability and pushing performance are enhanced,
while the low center of gravity boosts these aspects further still. Single-wheel, hydropneumatic suspension provides the optimal adaptation to the ground on every type of terrain.

TWO WORK STEPS, ONE VEHICLE
This means that the silage can be simultaneously piled up and compacted. Two work steps
which would otherwise require two special purpose vehicles. The vibrating effect, which is
produced by the tracks and further enhanced by the suspension, improves the compacting
of the silage.

SNOWLICIOUS

THE TRIUMPHAL MARCH
OF THE GOURMET
SNOW GROOMERS
What sounds at first like a new kind of ice cream kiosk turns out on closer inspection to
be a smart catering package on tracks: SNOWLICIOUS is a successful alliance between
the Italian celebrity chef Andrea Campi and PRINOTH.
Culinary creations, served in some of the most beautiful places in the world. Freshly prepared
and served from a snow groomer. One of them supplies the gastronomic ideas, the other converts snow groomers in such a way that they can be fitted with a professional kitchen that
meets all the necessary technical and legal requirements. And off they go!
Take a break! It’s cool to hang out at the SNOWLICIOUS®.

AUDI BACKS SNOWLICIOUS
The feedback from the public has been so good that there is now a small fleet of gourmet
snow groomers that tours round the Alps and stops at various hot spots. Hired or purchased by
brand partners and ski resorts, the gourmet snow groomers can be individually branded and
are guaranteed to get noticed at a busy event. For instance, Audi has now hired SNOWLICIOUS
for the second time in a row for winter 2016/17, thereby raising its profile in snow sports
sponsorship. It began in December 2016 at the Audi FIS Ski World Cup in Sestriere, followed
by the prestigious World Cup events at Val Gardena and Alta Badia and a string of other
high-caliber events. Always there: the SNOWLICIOUS “Food Truck” in Audi livery.

HARD ROCK IN THE SNOW IN GRANDVALIRA
Another fixed hotspot is Grandvalira in Andorra. It’s just as popular with families in search
of relaxation as it is with snow-addicted off-piste skiers. Anyone who wants to be able to
get back on the slopes quickly after eating, or doesn’t even want to take their skis off at all,
can stop at the SNOWLICIOUS Truck. It’s a break that offers lots of fresh air and a 360-degree
panorama. SNOWLICIOUS is run here by the Hard Rock Cafe.

SNOWLICIOUS IN FORMIGUÈRES
Now there is a PRINOTH “Food Truck” traveling around the French part of the Pyrenees, too,
in the skiing area of Formiguères. The managers of the ski resort are convinced that this
investment will bring a new dimension to the traditional culinary offerings in the skiing
area. “Over the last few years we have put a lot into modernizing our lift systems in order to
become competitive again. SNOWLICIOUS is the proverbial icing on the cake which was our very
special Christmas gift 2016 to the people who use our ski resort,” says Resort Director Gianni
Ragona.”You can stop off at SNOWLICIOUS and enjoy some of our regional specialties before
dashing off down the slopes again with renewed energy.”

THERE ARE NO SECRETS TO SUCCESS, JUST CAUSES
The success of SNOWLICIOUS lies in the fact that the idea suits everyone: visitors, because
it is new, simple and authentic, and the operators, because it is flexible and highly customizable. The triumphal march of the gourmet snow groomers has begun!
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FOR
SOLID
GROUND

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT MOVIE

FILM SHOOTING
IN ROMANIA
SWAPPING FRIGHTS FOR AWE
If you’re anything like us, then the mention of ‘films’ and ‘Transylvania’ in the
same sentence will no doubt evoke images of Count Dracula in your mind, whether
you like it or not. To this day, spooky stories are told about vampires, werewolves
and witches in the woods and wild landscapes of Transylvania.
Undeterred by its horror-filled history, a steely-nerved film team ventured into
this eerie region to shoot a film in a small village. This time though, it wasn’t a
scary story they were telling but a true one – and instead of bloodsucking bats
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circling overhead, they had ultra-modern drones fitted with movie cameras. This
made for quite an unusual sight for the residents of the village, who wanted to
know what this film was all about.
“It’s about a matter of the heart,” the film team explained. “Our client cares about
it deeply. This is a film about loyalty, support and dependability.”
The residents said they thought this sounded like a story with a happy ending.
“That’s correct” replied the film team.

EPILOGUE
The PRINOTH After Sales film was shot over three days in Cunta, Romania. Three
more days of filming then followed in Herdwangen. We want to use this film to
tell customers about PRINOTH’s service philosophy. Our customer support is built
on geographical proximity, excellent advice, and rapid delivery. After all, these
are the vital ingredients for giving purchases a happy ending.

BEST IN CLASS
ENGINEERING

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
UNPARALLELED SERVICE LIFE AND
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY.

SERVICE SUPPORT IN THE USA

NEW SERVICE
PARTNER ON BOARD
PORTLAND

When they make a purchase, we give our customers not only an extremely
long-lived and reliable quality machine, but also a global service commitment.
Because we believe that anybody who invests in a premium product has a right
to premium service. More than 50 certified partner companies world-wide help
us to stay in contact with you, our customers, and to be there for you on site.
To date our sales and service network in the USA extended to two dealers for
the Texas and Louisiana areas, as well as Florida and North and South Carolina.
We are therefore pleased to welcome a new partner on board in the USA: Morin
Diesel is based in Portland, a city in the state of Connecticut, and is responsible
for the Maine, Washington, New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts
and Connecticut areas.
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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

RT 400 TAKES ON
URUGUAY
THE POWERHOUSE ON A GREEN MISSION
A powerful carrier vehicle for heavy attachments with a power take-off unit, the RT 400
is designed for tough forest environments. And now, with sales of more than 140 units all
over the world, it’s proving just that in Uruguay. To get the high performer in shape for this
mission, the rising rotor on the RT 400 has been especially designed and fine-tuned for this
project.
Generally speaking, the application in Uruguay is not the toughest test of strength that the
RT 400 has undergone. It is being used to prepare the terrain for reforestation, something of
a routine job for the top mulcher that has already proven time and again that it can tackle
even the hardest challenges. However, this process is unique in that it is fully mechanized
and mulching is the key element. Simply put, after the mulching has been completed, all the
subsequent reforestation steps can be executed mechanically. This is a first in the world!

IT RUNS AND RUNS AND RUNS...
Three RT 400s are currently in use in Uruguay and all are showing astonishing durability.
One has already racked up more than 7000 hours, while the other two were commissioned in
August and September by a service provider who works for the major company Montes del
Plata. They have now clocked up 1400 and 1000 operating hours respectively. The machines
all operate in 24/7 shifts and have the task of preparing 2000 hectares of land per year. The
average area coverage is 1.5–2 hours per hectare.

...AND SAVES AND SAVES AND SAVES
The RT 400 is once again showcasing its exceptional performance abilities while managing
to maintain incredibly modest consumption levels. Its emissions-certified motor (exhaust
emission standard Euromot 3/Tier 3) boasts an extremely low fuel consumption of less
than 35 l/h, putting it ahead of the competition. This little energy-saving miracle is made
possible by the mechanical mulcher drive. All in all, an outstanding performance from the
RT 400 – and not just in Uruguay, but everywhere it is being used.
Find out more about the RT 400 on our website.

THE RT 400 POWERHOUSE IN BRIEF:
Engine power [HP]

402

Engine type

Deuz TCD 2015

Maximum speed [Km/h]

5.5

Weight [kg] with mulcher (without mulcher)

20270 (16000)

Drive dimension

D5H

Width of the standard base plate [mm]

600

Ground pressure [kg/cm²]

0.61 (600 mm) 1

Climbing ability, uphill/lateral [degrees]

45° / 30°

Vehicle dimensions incl. mulcher (length x width x height) in mm

4825 x 3240 x 2750
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AUTOMATIC

WINCH

MANAGE SNOW EFFORTLESSLY.
TO THE CENTIMETER.

PERFETTO!
BETTER SERVICE FOR ITALY
With its service points in Merano and Aosta and a strong partner network, PRINOTH is
a reliable supplier to the Italian market with excellent service and spare parts quality.
Another success story for our AFTER SALES NETWORK.

Loffredo and Lukas Mair send the urgently needed spare parts directly to the customer via
express delivery. After first providing support over the telephone, help is then provided on
site where it is needed. With service technicians working all through the winter months and
the skills and experience of all personnel involved, rapid problem-solving is guaranteed.

OUTSTANDING SUPPORT

When the heat is on, help is near. With more than 20 employees, the AFTER SALES NETWORK
in Italy provides rapid and competent support over the telephone and on the slopes. Whether
supplying spare parts, helping with repairs and servicing, or overhauling snow groomers,
the team is on hand with its exceptional understanding of close customer relations and
service quality.

Rudl Egarter, Technical Director at Drei Zinnen AG, values the team’s dependability and is
especially impressed with their willingness to solve problems together. “The technical
support from PRINOTH is simply outstanding. The team are kind and really give the impression
that they’ll always be there when you need them. They’re straightforward, honest people whom
you can have a good discussion with and work with to find new solutions.”

SPARE PARTS FOR ALL OF ITALY

ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT PARTS – UNBEATABLE!

Where snow groomers in Italian resorts have slopes to prepare, PRINOTH ensures that these
vehicles run smoothly and – above all – continuously. “From our base in Merano we supply
spare parts to our customers in South Tyrol, Trentino and Friuli-Venezia Giulia. We store spare
parts here for the whole of Italy,” explains Sebastian Bianco, Head of After Sales for Italy.
The proximity to the global spare parts center in Telfs, near Innsbruck, brings major benefits.
“The short distance to the spare parts center gives us a huge advantage in terms of speed. If
something isn’t available in Merano, we can get to Telfs quickly. In addition to the availability
of replacement parts, this has a positive impact on our spare parts logistics as a whole and thus
also on customer satisfaction,” says Bianco.

In addition to the spare parts warehouse, Merano is also home to the overhaul center for
snow groomers that serves the whole of Italy. Here, used vehicles are renovated for reuse by
expert technicians based on the level of refurbishment required and are fitted with original
PRINOTH replacement parts. Bianco warns against using conventional spare parts, stating:
“With the original replacement parts, we can guarantee quality as well as a high degree of
safety. For vehicles that are used almost non-stop in winter, the importance of this must not
be underestimated.”

QUICK ARRIVAL
The importance of rapid delivery goes without saying. And, with collection and dispatch
units just a convenient highway drive away in Merano and Chiusa, customers can also pick up
the spare parts they have ordered day or night. If time is tight, spare parts vendors Andrea
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A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE THROUGHOUT ITALY
Alongside its center in Merano, PRINOTH also has a second service branch in Aosta, which is
run by Mauro Burzi and his team. PRINOTH Aosta serves the Aosta region as well as Piedmont
and Liguria. Together with its partners Officina Valetti (Lombardy), F.lli Nizzi (Tuscany and
Emilia Romagna) and Sabatino Di Domenico (central and southern Italy), PRINOTH manages
spare parts sales and customer service with the utmost professionalism throughout Italy.

AFTER SALES
QUALITY SERVICE
FROM MONTMÉLIAN
The AFTER SALES NETWORK is everywhere. For PRINOTH France, after-sales service primarily
means supporting our customers to the best of our abilities in achieving their snow grooming
goals, winter after winter – all at reasonable prices and with an excellent quality of service.

MONTMÉLIAN SITE
At its branch in Montmélian, PRINOTH offers a wide range of services:
+
		
+
+

a technical center with workshops and spare parts services in the strategically
advantageous location of Montmélian
a team with qualified service technicians
a promise to always be available when needed

The services offered also include technical training for your maintenance staff and driving
courses that show your drivers how to adopt a safe and fuel-saving driving style with their
snow groomers.

NO COMPROMISES
Our goal is not just for you to feel happy and secure on board our snow groomers – we
also want to ensure that our vehicles are always ready for use to enable you to remain
competitive. This is why we also offer the necessary technical support. Our highly trained
technicians have access to an optimum supply of spare parts and can thus guarantee you the
shortest repair times. We do everything we can to get your snow groomer back out on the
slopes again. Without compromises.
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AFTER SALES NETWORK

HINDSIGHT IS 20/20!
EVEN TOUGH GUYS NEED A CHECKUP SOMETIMES
Those with a strong build love to keep active – as our mulchers can testify. And to make
sure it stays this way, a regular checkup by a professional is recommended. We know that
you don’t want to lose too much time doing this – which is why we have established a
global network of highly responsive service partners, through which we can guarantee you
competent support and technical assistance in refurbishment and maintenance work. Thanks
to this well-organized service structure and our excellent availability of replacement parts,
global logistics network, and delivery reliability, our customers have the shortest downtime.

HIGH ACHIEVERS DESERVE GOOD SERVICE
Why is service so important? Modern forestry machinery is subject to ever-growing demands,
requiring constant improvements in the performance of the individual components and fluid
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systems. More precisely manufactured and compact components are used nowadays than in
the past. This also means that machines must satisfy higher requirements when it comes to
system cleanliness. In other words, original replacement parts are essential for everything
to run smoothly. Regular visits from a PRINOTH professional are a sustainable way of ensuring
optimum performance from all system components. Your PRINOTH technician can pass on
valuable knowledge and identify any potential disturbances (or defects).

OUR PROFESSIONALS: HIGHLY COMPETENT AND ALWAYS AVAILABLE
In addition to on-demand “Fly In Support”, PRINOTH offers a flexible range of service and
maintenance agreements. Prevention pays off: come to us and we’ll design a bespoke service
program for you!
We can support you in:
+ Onsite service
+ Onsite training
+ Using original replacement parts

SERVICE TIP

USING AND MAINTAINING
WINCH CABLES

A winch cable is a sophisticated product. While it may be robust, it
is also sensitive if it is handled improperly. Follow our service tips to
increase the longevity of your winch cables.
+ Only use the cable type recommended by PRINOTH.
+ Make sure that the rope does not rub against sharp or angular 		
objects such as stones, rocks or steel.
+ Inspect the guide pulleys regularly to determine their groove
radius and ease of movement.
+ Turning or shortening points of stress in the cable, at the latest
once the first broken wires become visible, increases the lifespan
of the cable.
+ When not in use, the rope should be stored rolled up on a reel in
order to avoid damage caused by the snow groomer driving over it.
+ Check the rope regularly and make sure that cutting or welding
work is not performed nearby.
+ The rope must not be treated with or come into contact with
acids or other aggressive substances. Use as few volatile cleaning
agents as possible, as these can attack the lubricating grease or
alter its friction coefficient.
+ Take down the winch cable at the end of the season, shorten it
by approximately three to four meters and wind it back onto the
reel. This enables localized points of rope wear to be replaced.
+ The rope should only be replaced by specialized personnel.
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PROPER TRAINING
IS HALF THE BATTLE
TRAINING IN EUROPE

Our training concept ensures you’ll learn everything you need to know about your snow
groomer. The integrated practical training component with our experienced customers will
provide you with first-hand knowledge about vehicle operation, maintenance, and repair – all
tailored to your snow groomer.
We will take care of accommodations and meals; all you have to do is show up and take
advantage of our offer. Training materials are included, and upon successful completion of
the course participants will receive a certificate and a special souvenir.

REGISTER NOW

Vehicle		

Date		

Language

LEITWOLF 3B
LEITWOLF 4F
NEW HUSKY
NEW BISON

October 2017
October 2017
October 2017
October 2017

02 / 03 / 04
09 / 10 / 11
16 / 17 / 18
23 / 24 / 25

German
German
German
German

LEITWOLF 3B
LEITWOLF 4F
NEW HUSKY
NEW BISON

November 2017
November 2017
November 2017
November 2017

06 / 07 / 08
13 / 14 / 15
20 / 21 / 22
27 / 28 / 29

Italian
Italian
Italian
Italian

www.prinoth.com/snow-groomers/after-sales-network/training
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW

Training is open to all customers who have recently purchased or currently own the snow
groomer that is the subject of a training session. Customers interested in taking part in a
training session should register with the appropriate branch office:
PRINOTH AUSTRIA – Caroline Ginther (ginther.caroline@prinoth.com)
PRINOTH SWITZERLAND – Daniela Lutz (daniela.lutz@prinoth.ch)
PRINOTH ITALY – Sara Erschbaumer (sara.erschbaumer@prinoth.com)
PRINOTH FRANCE (organizes its own training) – hugues.reffet@prinoth.com
We would be delighted to offer you individual training on a range of topics or on vehicles
that are no longer in production. We can also send you a service technician who can go over
servicing or summer overhauls with your technicians. We look forward to seeing you!

EXPERIENCE.
KNOWLEDGE.
CUSTOMER
RELATIONS.
STRONG SALES TEAM
FOR AUSTRIA
With just nine states but more than 400 ski areas, Austria has a high
density of winter sports enthusiasts. Providing optimum service to a
market with such huge potential requires a strong team.
PRINOTH has a strong team of three at its disposal. Hans Maierbrugger,
Karl-Heinz Schönherr and Markus Straninger are true professionals
who know what they’re talking about. They know the industry and
snow groomers better than anyone. They are always on the move,
inspiring customers with their knowledge and expertise as well as
their ability to forge close customer relations. All three have their
own part to play – Markus Straninger is responsible for Tirol, while
Karl-Heinz Schönherr deals with the Tirolean Oberland area and
Vorarlberg, and Hans Maierbrugger is in charge of the region from
Kitzbühel eastward. Hans Maierbrugger and Markus Straninger share
responsibility for sales in Austria.

TELFS, TIROL

THEY’RE THERE WHEN YOU NEED THEM!
Hans Maierbrugger
m +43 664 342 03 01 | hans.maierbrugger@prinoth.com
Markus Straninger
m + 43 664 153 84 23 | markus.straninger@prinoth.com
Karl-Heinz Schönherr
m + 43 664 456 78 89 | karlheinz.schoenherr@prinoth.com
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VEGETATION
MANAGEMENT =

100% PRINOTH
INTEGRATION OF AHWI
MASCHINENBAU GMBH INTO
THE PRINOTH GROUP.

HERDWANGEN
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In the spring of 2011, PRINOTH and AHWI joined forces to form a
strategic partnership. Some five years later, AHWI has been fully incorporated in the PRINOTH Group as an independent, third business
unit: PRINOTH Vegetation Management.

FIT FOR THE FUTURE
The strategy for the future is clear. “Together, we are continuing the
journey toward becoming an international solution provider,” says
Artur Willibald, the founder of AHWI. “We are fully exploiting the
synergies on a technical and sales level, primarily in our work with the
two other divisions for snow groomers and tracked utility vehicles.”
With a strong team in Herdwangen on the shores of Lake Constance, the
PRINOTH Group is fit for the future. There are no longer any obstacles
to collaborative product development and the Group is excited about
what is in store.
This integration step has also brought about some changes in management, with long-serving employees Kai Fetscher and Michel van
Wees assuming responsibility as managers of the Vegetation Management division.

FOR
PERFECT
PISTES

Welcome to
the Club
You’re the experts – you know best what really matters out there on the
slopes. That’s why we’re inviting you to the PRINOTH Club, a platform
for personal interactions with other club members worldwide, attractive
offers and exclusive events that are completely tailored to your needs.
And because PRINOTH is a dependable partner for all drivers, the club is
a place for everything that’s important to your work – and looks good
at the same time.

STRONG COMMUNITY
As a member of the PRINOTH Club you will enjoy loyalty rewards, discounts
on shop items, invitations to test drives at the TEST THE BEST events
and various shop offers such as last-minute gifts for Christmas or the
Valentine’s Day special for drivers. That’s why the PRINOTH Club will
always be the international meeting point for our strong community
that gets bigger every year.

BY PROS FOR PROS
The future of the club is as bright as ever, with yet more exciting offers
in the pipeline – developed by PRINOTH, made for drivers! And to keep
you up to date both during and out of the season, we regularly send you
the latest news from the world of snow groomers in our PRINOTH World
magazine and the club newsletter.
Welcome to the club!
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Full throttle for
the best slopes
It’s surely everyone’s dream: to get behind the wheel of a powerful
snow groomer to conquer steep inclines and climb huge snow hills in
pursuit of a perfectly prepared slope. You’ve turned this dream into your
profession, taking on a huge responsibility in the process. After all,
your work plays no small part in the overall quality of the ski resort.
It’s you who grants the guests those feelings of true exhilaration. Your
work begins with the final touches on the vehicles in the garage, long
before its lights illuminate the slopes at night. Only once the last skiers
have made their way into the valley can the first motors start and the
work commence – then it’s a case of concentrating all your efforts on
one single goal between 5 p.m. and 2 a.m.: perfect pistes for the next
day of skiing.

WITH PASSION AND DEDICATION
Every day, 1000 kilometers of slopes are prepared all around the world
so that winter sports enthusiasts can enjoy the very best conditions. It
doesn’t matter whether the thermometer reads minus 35 degrees Celsius
or the snow is hammering against the windshield in horizontal droves,
making this job one for only the hardiest of men and women. At the
very heart of this job is the vehicle itself. Operators treasure and nurture
them with passion and dedication. And rightly so, since ultimately the
technology has to do what the driver needs it to. As we know, these
demands are enormously high, as they ensure that winter sports enthusiasts all over the world can reap the benefits day after day.
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ULTIMATE
TOUGHNESS
TEST
TEST THE BEST – PRINOTH’s big test tour got back on the
road for winter 2016-2017! We gave you the opportunity to
try out our products to your heart’s content. The new generation of PRINOTH snow groomers was on show at a variety
of demo events in Europe and North America. TEST THE BEST
was also the perfect opportunity for drivers to chat with one
another and share their experiences right where the action
was happening.

THAT GENUINE PRINOTH FEELING
How does it feel to use our vehicles? Do they meet your performance standards? Which model is the best fit for you and
your needs? Next winter, you can once again use the test
drives to decide how you want to work with our vehicles later
on and make use of the opportunity to experience that genuine “PRINOTH feeling” in a trial run. We’re also making sure
that the next tour is up to our usual entertainment standards
by laying on culinary and musical offerings too. And of course
there’ll be SNOWLICIOUS – for the perfect flavor experience
on the slope, all based on a very simple recipe: one PRINOTH
snow groomer, one kitchen and one creative cook.

2017
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We were delighted to see so many of you at our past events
and are excited to see how our snow groomers fare in the
hands of you, the experts, in the ultimate toughness test
once again next winter.
Photos from the TEST THE BEST tour can be found on our website
in the PRINOTH Club section.

PRINOTH
ONLINE SHOP

LEITWOLF SOFTSHELL VEST
+ Men’s vest for passionate LEITWOLF fans
+ With back print, zipper, breast pocket and
		 accessory loops

PRINOTH WIND BREAKER

PRINOTH CAP X

+
+
+
+

+ fully closed baseball cap
+ comfortable Flexfit inner band
+ sizes XS to XXL

Helly Hansen: Helly Tech® Professional
Fully insulated PrimaLoft®
4-way full stretch
Waterproof, windproof and breathable

PRIMALOFT JACKET
+
		
+
		

Water-repellent and breathable
padded jacket with hood
Outer material and lining 100% polyamide.
Padding 75 gr. Computherm

PRINOTH WIND STOPPER
+
+
+
+

Helly Hansen: Helly Tech® Professional
Fully insulated PrimaLoft®
2 in 1: Softshell jacket and vest
Removable arms (zippers)
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PRINOTH POCKET KNIFE
+
+
+
+

‘Victorinox’ Swiss Army Knife
Sportsman in black
13 Functions
Weight 52 g

PRINOTH GLOVES

		
+
+
+
+

Warming full-finger gel gloves
Waterproof, breathable and windproof
Different sizes available
Velcro fastener

